Bibliography on total least squares and related methods
INTRODUCTION
The term "total least squares" refers to a range of problems, solution methods, and algorithms aiming at an approximate solution of an overdetermined linear system of equations
where both the right hand side b and the coefficients matrix A are perturbed. The basic total least squares approximate solution of (1) 
where · F is the Frobenius norm and · 2 is the Euclidean norm. The cost function measures the size of the perturbation, applied on the data, and the constraint ensures that the perturbed system has a solution. The solution of the optimally perturbed system is the total least squares approximate solution of the original incompatible system (1) . Contrast (2) with the basic least squares problem minimize over b and x b − b 2 2 subject to Ax = b, where the coefficients matrix A is assumed exact and is therefore not perturbed.
In a statistical setting, total least squares problems correspond to errors-in-variables estimation problems:
Here x 0 is the true value of the parameter x; A 0 and b 0 are the true data values; and A and b are the measurement noises, which satisfy some additional assumptions. Contrast (3) with the classical regression problem-the statistical setup, corresponding to the least squares problem.
The main sources of information on the total least squares topic are
• overview papers: [104] , [95] , [54] , [47] , [49] ;
• proceedings and special issues: [94] , [97] , [96, 98] ; and • books: [102] , [58] .
In this paper, we give a bibliography of the main publications up to 2010 on total least squares and related methods. In Section 1 classic papers on the basic total least squares problem are cited. Sections 2 and 3 discuss the extensions of the basic problem to weighted and structured total least squares problems. Section 4 lists applications of the total least squares methods. Section 5 explains the similarities and differences between total least squares methods to the singular spectrum analysis methods.
THE BASIC TOTAL LEAST SQUARES PROBLEM
The basic total least squares problem (2) and its solution by the singular value decomposition was introduced by Golub and Van Loan in [25, 27] . Van Huffel and Vandewalle [100] considered multivariable and nongeneric cases, when the problem has no solution and generalized the algorithm of Golub and Van Loan to produce a solution in these cases. A novel theoretical and computational framework for treating non-generic and non-unique total least squares problems was presented by Paige and Strakos [69] .
Statistical properties of the total least squares method were studied by Gleser [24] , who proved that the method yields a consistent estimator for the true parameter value in the errorsin-variables setting [23, 9] . The noise assumptions that ensure consistency of the basic total least squares method imply that all elements of the data matrix are measured with equal precision, an assumption that may not be satisfied in practice.
A variation of the total least squares problem is the data least squares problem [16] , where the A matrix is noisy and the b matrix is exact. When the errors are row-wise independent with equal row covariance matrix (which is known up to a scaling factor), the generalised total least squares problem formulation [101] extends the consistency of the basic total least squares estimator.
WEIGHTED TOTAL LEAST SQUARES PROBLEMS
In the basic total least squares problem (2), the perturbation size is measured by the Frobenius norm, which puts equal weight on all elements. Generalising the Frobenius norm to a weighted norm,
where W is a given mn × mn positive definite matrix and vec : R m×n → R mn vectorizes a matrix, leads to what are called weighted total least squares problems. Special optimization methods for the weighted total least squares problem are proposed in [13, 107, 72, 48, 46, 53, 83] . The Riemannian singular value decomposition method of De Moor [13] , has no proved convergence properties. The maximum likelihood principle component analysis method of Wentzell et al. [107] is an alternating least squares algorithm. It applies to the general weighted total least squares problem and is globally convergent, with linear convergence rate. The method of Premoli and Rastello [72] is a heuristic for solving the first order optimality condition. A solution of a nonlinear equation is sought instead of a minimum point of the original optimization problem. The method is locally convergent with super linear convergence rate. The region of convergence around a minimum point could be rather small in practice. The weighted low rank approximation framework of Manton et al. [46] proposes specialised optimization methods on a Grassman manifold. The least squares nature of the problem is not exploited by the algorithms proposed in [46] . Statistical properties of the weighted total least squares estimator are studied in [35] .
STRUCTURED TOTAL LEAST SQUARES PROBLEMS
Another direction of generalizing the basic total least squares method is to impose structure constraints (e.g. Hankel, Toeplitz, and Sylvester structure) on the data matrix and its approximation: subject to Ax ≈ b and A has the same structure as A.
Abatzoglou et al. [1] are considered to be the first who formulated a structured total least squares problem. They called their approach constrained total least squares and motivate the problem as an extension of the total least squares method to matrices with structure. The solution approach adopted by Abatzoglou et al. is closely related to the one of Aoki and Yue [2] . Again an equivalent optimization problem is derived, but it is solved numerically using a Newton-type optimization method.
Shortly after the publication of the work on the constrained total least squares problem, De Moor [13] lists many applications of the structured total least squares problem and outlines a new framework for deriving analytical properties and numerical methods. His approach is based on the Lagrange multipliers and the basic result is an equivalent problem, called the Riemannian singular value decomposition, which can be considered as a "nonlinear" extension of the classical singular value decomposition. As an outcome of the new problem formulation, an iterative solution method based on the inverse power iteration is proposed.
Another algorithm for solving the structured total least squares problem (even with ℓ 1 and ℓ ∞ norm in the cost function), called structured total least norm, is proposed by Rosen et al. [78] . In contrast to the approaches of Aoki, Yue and Abatzoglou et al., Rosen et al. solve the problem in its original formulation, the constraint is linearised around the current iteration point, which results in a linearly constrained least squares problem. In the algorithm of Rosen et al., the constraint is incorporated in the cost function by adding a multiple of its residual norm.
The weighted low rank approximation framework of Manton et al. [46] has been extended in [81, 82] to include structured low rank approximation problems. All problem formulations and solution methods cited above, except for the ones in the structured low rank approximation framework, aim at rank reduction of the data matrix by one. A generalization of the algorithm of Rosen et al. to problems with rank reduction by more than one is proposed by Van Huffel et al. [99] . It involves, however, Kronecker products that unnecessary inflate the dimension of the involved matrices.
When dealing with a general affine structure the constrained total least squares, Riemannian singular value decomposition, and structured total least norm methods have cubic computational complexity per iteration in the number of measurements. Fast algorithms with linear computational complexity are proposed by Mastronardi et al. [43, 62, 60] , for special structured total least squares problems with data matrix C = A b that is Hankel or composed of a Hankel block A and an unstructured column b. They use the structured total least norm approach but recognise that a matrix appearing in the kernel subproblem of the algorithm has low displacement rank. This structure is exploited using the Schur algorithm.
Efficient algorithms for problems with block-Hankel/Toeplitz structure and rank reduction with more than one are proposed by Markovsky et al. [56, 55, 52] . In addition, a numerically reliable and robust software implementation is available [50] . All methods, except for [99, 81, 82] , reduce the rank of the data matrix by one. The efficiency varies from cubic for the methods that use a general affine structure to linear for the efficient methods of Lemmerling et al. [43] and Mastronardi et al. [62] that use a Hankel/Toeplitz type structure. Efficient solution methods for weighted structured total least squares problems are proposed in [52] .
APPLICATIONS
Total least squares is applied in:
• system identification [77, 76, 42, 70, 59 ], • linear system theory [15, 14] , • image reconstruction [73, 61, 21] , • speech and audio processing [44, 30] , • modal and spectral analysis [106, 108] , • chemometrics [107, 84] , • computer vision [66] , • machine learning [90] , • computer algebra [110, 51, 5] , and • astronomy [6] .
Many problems in system identification and signal processing can be reduced to special types of block-Hankel and blockToeplitz structured total least squares problems. An overview of errors-in-variables methods in system identification is given by Söderström in [89] . In [94, 97] , the use of total least squares and errors-in-variables models in the application fields are surveyed and new algorithms that apply the total least squares concept are described.
In the field of signal processing, Cadzow [8] , Bresler and Macovski [7] propose heuristic solution methods that turn out to be suboptimal with respect to the ℓ 2 -optimality criterion, see Tufts and Shah [93] and De Moor [14, Section V]. These methods, however, became popular because of their simplicity. For example, the method of Cadzow is an iterative method that alternates between unstructured low rank approximation and structure enforcement, thereby only requiring singular value decomposition computations and manipulation of the matrix entries. For in-vivo magnetic resonance spectroscopy and audio coding, new statespace based methods have been derived by making use of the total least squares approach for spectral estimation with extensions to decimation and multichannel data quantification [39, 40] .
Tufts and Shah propose in [93] , a noniterative method for Hankel structured total least squares approximation that is based on perturbation analysis and provides a nearly optimal solution for high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). In a statistical setting, this method achieves the Cramer-Rao lower bound asymptotically as the SNR tends to infinity. Noniterative methods for solving the linear prediction problem (which is equivalent to Hankel structured total least-squares problem) are proposed by Tufts and Kumaresan [92, 36] .
Apart from systems, control and signal processing, total least squares applications emerge in other fields, including information retrieval [20] , shape from moments [80] , and computer algebra [110, 51] .
SIMILARITY AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TOTAL LEAST SQUARES AND SINGULAR SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Both singular spectrum analysis [29] and total least squares estimate a subspace that best fits the data (in the sense of minimising the approximation error's Frobenius norm). Indeed, the constraint Ax = b in the total least squares problem (2) implies that the approximating matrix A b ∈ R m×(n+1) , m > n, has rank at most n. Therefore, the rows of A b belong to a subspace of R n+1 with dimension at most n. (The multivariable version AX ≈ B, B ∈ R m×d , of the total least squares problem allows data fitting by a space of a general dimension r, n ≥ r ≥ 1.)
The core step in the singular spectrum analysis as well as in the basic total least squares method is the singular value decomposition of the data matrix ( A b is the total least squares case), followed by truncation of the smallest singular value(s). It is well known, see, e.g., [91, Page 35, Theorem 5.8 ] that truncation of the d smallest singular values achieves optimal (in the Frobenius norm sense) rank reduction by d. Therefore, both methods have a common core subproblem: unstructured low-rank approximation of the data matrix.
Contrary to the singular spectrum analysis method, which is a nonparameteric technique, however, the ultimate goal of the total least squares method is parameter estimation (the parameter x in the linear model Ax ≈ b). Therefore, after the estimation of the optimal fitting subspace, the total least squares algorithm involves an extra step of parameter computation (from a basis of the fitting subspace), which is not a part of the singular spectrum analysis. This extra step of parameter computation is the cause for the existence of nongeneric total least squares problems, i.e., cases when the problem has no solution. In contrast, the singular spectrum analysis method always has a solution.
Singular spectrum analysis methods based on the linear recurrence formula [29, Chapter 5] are closely related to Hankel structured total least squares problems [54, Section 5] . The relation is due to the fact that time series satisfying a linear recurrence relation of order n, give rise to Hankel matrices of rank at most n. Therefore, Hankel structured low-rank approximation of a Hankel matrix constructed from a given time series leads to approximation with a time series satisfying a linear recurrence relation. Time series satisfying the linear recurrence formula are fundamental in signal processing, where many heuristic and local optimization methods for Hankel structured low-rank approximation are developed. Among the heuristics, a well known one is Cadzow's method [8] .
In a summary, total least squares and singular spectrum analysis use the same technique (low-rank approximation of the data matrix) but aim at solutions to different problems. Total least squares solves a parameter estimation problem for a static linear input/output model Ax = b and singular spectrum analysis aims at a broad range of problems, such as forecasting and smoothing of time series, detection of trends, periodicities, and structural changes.
